
N125
84.950€

This stunning ground floor 3 bedroom
apartment in Naranjos 2 has just
everything! Sold fully furnished with high
quality furniture air conditioning,
lockable black door gate, awnings and a
brand new walk-in shower! It´s just
perfectly west facing for the afternoon
sun and close to the amenities! The right
spot to enjoy Murcian weather!

S T U N N I N G  A P A R T M E N T  A N D  T H E  P E R F E C T
L O C A T I O N !

Naranjos 2



Los Naranjos 8

5 minutes' walk to Golf Club

15 minutes' walk to Al Kasar centre

Peaceful garden

Communal pool, garden and

children's play area

NARANJOS 2

FULLY FURNISHED
HIGH QUALITY FURNITURE
EXCELLENT CONDITION
EAST FACING
FRONT TERRACE FULLY TILED WITH LED LIGHTING
FRONT SHUTTERS
RETRACTABLE AWNING
AIR CON THROUGHOUT
CORNER LARGE SOFA
GRANIT WORK TOPS WITH BREAKFAST BAR
WALK IN SHOWER
FITTED DRAWERS IN ALL WARDROBES
BACK GATE TO ROAD SIDE
UTILITY STORAGE ON BACK TERRACE
3RD BEDROOM HAS BUNK BEDS WITH NEST BED
OUTDOOR FURNITURE NOT INCLUDED
COMMUNAL POOL
18-HOLE JACK NICKLAUS GOLF COURSE
24-HOUR SECURITY
FREE WIFI and UK TV
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STUNNING GROUND FLOOR APARTMENT!
 
Wow! Just, wow! It’s hard to find words to describe this stunning ground floor 3 bedroom
apartment in Naranjos 2! Beautifully renovated and upgraded, with so many extra features…where
do we start?
…at the very beginning? Apparently, that’s a very good place to start! From the moment you enter
the property you can see that this apartment is something special. The front terrace has been
completely retiled and fully furnished with high quality outdoor furniture and  to ensure some
morning shade a retractable awning is covering the full width of the terrace. The lounge windows
have been fitted with stylish front shutters make this just the perfect outdoor living space at any
time of year.
 
As you move in through, you come to the fabulously open-concept living-dining room and
kitchen. Here you’ll find plenty of space for relaxing, dining or entertaining, with quality furnishings
and air conditioning units to ensure comfort all year round. The kitchen is well equipped, including
silver appliances and a completely new granite worktop and breakfast bar with high stools.
In the lounge a large corner sofa makes the perfect atmosphere for relaxing evenings.
All three bedrooms are air conditioned. The third bedroom has been fitted with bunk beds that
includes a nest bed so 3 single beds and the second bedroom is fitted with two single beds,
comfortably sleeping 5; the master bedroom of course contains a double bed, with modern
headboard and furniture. The main bedroom leads out onto a rear patio, ideal for a relaxed
breakfast in the softer morning sunlight.  Here you can find two comfortable chairs and an
aluminium storage cupboard.
Then there’s the bathroom. As you would expect, this has also been given a superb facelift, with a
modern walk-in shower fitted with both a normal and a rain shower head, built-in vanity glass and
mirror unit. More extra features in this stunning apartment are the fitted drawers in all wardrobes
and the back gate to road side.
We have to stop here – we’re running out of superlatives to describe this truly unique apartment!
Oh, but wait…what about the location? Well, as you’d expect, that’s spot on too! Being a property in
Naranjos 2 is just located in one of the best gardens on Condado de Alhama. It is set in an east-
facing spot being very close to the Al Kasar Commercial Centre, that is only 5 minutes walk away.
 



Head Office: Commercial Center Al Kasar, Condado de Alhama.
www.condadoinvest.com  info@condadoinvest.com  Tel: (0034) 868 082 019

Just 20 minutes from the beaches of the
Mediterranean sea and surrounded by stunning
National Park mountains and wonderful
countryside. 
 
The airport of Murcia is just 30 minutes away
while Alicante airport is abourt 1 hour and 15
minutes drive. Both airports have all year round
flights from the main european ciies. 
 
Located only 40 minutes away from the
historical cities of Cartagena and Murcia,
Condado de Alhama is a hidden gem in the
unspoilt region of Murcia. 
 


